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Learn why you should use AutoCAD Plant 3D with Vault
Learn about changes when working in an AutoCAD Plant 3D-Vault environment
Learn how to configure AutoCAD Plant 3D and Vault together, and administer
an AutoCAD Plant 3D project in Vault
Discover which AutoCAD Plant 3D workflows change when working on a Vault
project
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Description
AutoCAD Plant 3D software and Vault data management software have been able to work
together for some time now, but there have been a lot of improvements since the early days.
Have you wanted to increase the level of security of your AutoCAD Plant 3D projects, add
versioning and check-out; and in workflow, make it easier for other offices to work on your
AutoCAD Plant 3D project with you seamlessly? If you have thought about this but thought Vault
was too difficult or too hard to send AutoCAD Plant 3D projects to, then this class can show you
how easy it can be. We’ll look at how incorporating Vault into your AutoCAD Plant 3D project
workflow can secure the data, make collaboration seamless, and make design work faster.

Speakers
David Manning – Premium Support Specialist

DAVID MANNING – OIL REFINERY, BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

I am an Enterprise Support Specialist at Autodesk specializing in AutoCAD, AutoCAD Plant 3D,
AutoCAD P&ID, Navisworks, Vault, Fusion 360 and little in BIM 360. I have worked in as an
industrial steam plant (boiler) design draftsman as well as in the Oil and Gas industry (Refining)
as a Piping Design Draftsman for over 19 years in industry where we worked on all manner of
projects. The scope and variety of the work required that I be flexible in what I worked on, while
I spend most of the time as a piping design draftsman, I have also taken on roles as System
Administrator and Trainer for the design team. In addition to piping design, I have also worked
as a draftsman and designer in most disciplines, ranging from electrical schematics to structural
arrangements and details to concrete details, fabrication design and even a small portion of
Automotive body design.
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Jason Summerfield - Premium Support Specialist

JASON SUMMERFIELD - PREMIUM SUPPORT SPECIALIST

Jason Summerfield is a Sr. Premium Support Specialist for the Enterprise Priority Data
Management team. Prior to joining Autodesk in 2006, he spent 10 years working in the AEC
consulting industry with roles ranging from a CAD Designer, CAD Manager and Project
Manager. During this time, he was responsible for developing standards, customizing and
automating AutoCAD and Microstation. In addition to his CAD experience, he spent 2 years as a
Systems Administrator designing and implementing corporate wide PDM systems
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Session Overview
A little bit of back ground
Before we get into the detail let’s talk about a what we are going to discuss today and a little on
the background of where this information has come from.

Who is this presentation intended for?
This information well is intended to be accessibly to anyone. We won’t have enough time to go
into much detail so most anyone should be able to keep-up and benefit.
What I want to today to take you through the process we have built to assist customers to
understand, set-up, deploy, troubleshoot and of course use Plant and Vault in any number of
different environments and user group sizes. We have customers that are using Plant and Vault
with hundreds of people on very large projects, and some that are two, three or four person
teams work sharing on projects around the world.
From Plant 3D and P&ID users to IT and System Managers, there is content that should be of
interest to everybody that is looking for a file storage solution that works well with Autodesk
products.

What products are we talking about?
So, we are obviously going to be talking about AutoCAD Plant 3D and P&ID as well as Vault,
quite a lot.
Generally, and to make this easier I tend to refer to the combined applications of “AutoCAD
Plant 3D” and “AutoCAD Plant P&ID” as simply “Plant”. This is helped by the fact that there is
no AutoCAD Plant P&ID in version 2018.
Regarding versions, the various materials and information collected on the topic of Plant and
Vault has taken a long time to be crated and the collection while it coves mostly 2017 Plant and
Vault some of it may also refer to older versions. This does not mean that it is not still valid.
I have specifically chosen not to devote time to recreating content for the 2018 version release,
primarily because as far as the workflow and images are concerned the changes are
insignificant. The changes and improvements while there are a great many are mostly in the
background. The changes that are visible to the users are not something that would confuse a
user so there is no need to change the graphics.
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Learning Objectives
As with any Autodesk University session we have some objectives to guide us through the
session. I have laid out these objectives in a logical progression from a high-level view for those
that have had little or no exposure to a Plant and Vault environment. The following stages build
on each other until we are finally talking about the users and what they will need to know.

1. Why you should use AutoCAD Plant 3D with Vault
I think the key hear to understand what Vault can do, and how these functions can add
value to the Plant Project and users. This will also help those that have little knowledge
of vault in particular, but also if you’re a bit sketchy on the Plant environment.

2. What changes when you’re working in an AutoCAD Plant 3D-Vault
environment
Of course, we also need to understand how these functions are going to affect the users
and the day to day workflows that they would most likely be so familiar with today.

3. Learn how to configure AutoCAD Plant 3D and Vault together, and
administer an AutoCAD Plant 3D project in Vault
At this point you’re convinced you want to give this a go, at least to test it and fully
understand how this will work. The next step is then to set up a test environment and
ensure that everything is working as you hoped. In this section, we will talk about how to
go about setting up a Plant-Vault Environment.

4. Managing the Plant-Vault Environment
Once you have set-up and testing and probably moved into a production project, how do
you manage all these Plant-Vault projects? Not only to we need to think about file
additional security management for files, but the project as well. You’ll almost inevitably
find that you need to change the Plant project set-up as well. Here is where will touch on
these project management process.

5. What to watch out for! Issues that could ruin your day
“The best laid schemes o' mice an' men, Gang aft a-gley” [often go awry] (1)
Planning, preparation and careful delivery, are the only ways to deliver any project
successfully. However, as we all know things often go awry. So where possible, it is also
good practice to minimise the chances of a surprise during project delivery. To that end,
let’s look a few things we have learned working with customers to deliver projects in a
Plant-Vault environment.

6. Changes to User Workflows when working with Plant 3D project in Vault
Of course, we also need to understand how adding a Plant Project is going to affect the
users and the day to day workflows that they would most likely be so familiar with today.
They are going to need some help to get up to speed on the changes, as well as
knowing what to do they need to know what not to do.
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Why you should use AutoCAD Plant 3D with Vault
Vault Overview
Before under taking any major change in the workplace it is important to understand what you
are trying to achieve before starting. This helps you built the correct solution for the issue trying
to be resolved and provides a reference point to look back on at various stages to keep the
project on track and as a final check to make sure that the final solution meets the original goal
and intent.
Some things to ask are;
• What is disrupting your workplace?
• What problem are you looking to solve?
• What are your constraints? Can they be altered or removed?
• Will a Plant-Vault environment help minimise the issues?
• What alternatives are there and would an alternative be a better solution?
There are nearly always alternatives to consider, but keep in mind all aspects of the alternative.
For example, it might resolve the main or even many of the issues you are trying to resolve, but
does it create any others? Will it be supported going forward, will it operate on the next
workstation operating system? Is its use going to affect any other users?
Even within the Autodesk solutions we have “Plant Collaboration” (webinar link) (2) as a Cloud
enabled solution for teams to collaborate on Plant projects.
As for Plant projects in Vault, to start, let’s have a look at Vault, what it is and what it is designed
to do
Vault is at its core a ‘Product Data Management’ (PDM) tool, it has its origin in the
manufacturing sector and was originally created to add additional workflow security and controls
to Autodesk Inventor. For the purposes of this conversation, let’s define PDM as a strategy for
managing your product-related data and information, along with your engineering processes all
in one, single location.
Over time other Autodesk product users, not just the manufacturing sector, have wanted to take
advantage of the security, workflow and file control afforded by working directly from Vault.
Since collaboration and data management is needed in all industries that each industry faces
these common business drivers, we are also delivering more and more into the AEC, ENI and
M&E space, and with that comes decades of accumulated expertise and experience.
As a “file store” Vault is often only seen to true version control and file check-out and check-in
functions. But in terms of the full scope of what Vault can do to as a PDM tool, this is only a drop
in the bucket. The next few simple levels are functions live ‘revision’ control and Life cycle
management, but there is a lot more that can be accessed in the one platform.
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Vault Environment
Let’s first consider the normal Autodesk Vault
Environment at a glance before we discuss the Plant
Project in Autodesk Vault.
The “Vault Client” is the application on the users machine Vault Clients
that enables and controls access to the “Vault Server”.
The Vault Server is made of of primarilly two
componentes, the SQL Server Database and the File
Store. The web icon also represents the
The Vault Server might be a simply on the local network,
or users may accessing it over a WAN connection. The
Server can use Active Directory or SQL user access
approvals.
This setup could be simply thought of as a control network
storage. Users can use the Vault Client to directly access
files and upload files for access by other users much like
sharepoint or other systems. But with most Autodesk and
Microsoft Office applications you can also access and
upload files directly from within the application. This help
page lists the applications that support Vault use (link) (3)

Vault Server

Let’s have a quick look at a few of the default Vault environment functions before we discuss
these in relation to Plant Projects in Vault.
When installed Vault has a set of basic functions that are already in place and in many cases,
may not need any configuration from you. These default functions and configurations also
enables the Plant project to use these with as little set-up from you as possible. But are also
usable by other tools like Microsoft Office or other supported Autodesk products.

Check-in
The Check-in function could also be thought as a “Save to Vault”, which then makes
folders and files available for the rest of the project team.

Check-out
The client (user) borrows folder(s) / file(s) to make changes. In Vault, the item is locked
and marked as Checked-out to the user. Other users can still access the items but are
restricted to read-only access until the item has been checked back in by the user.
While this is often seen as an imposition by new document control users, experience
and familiarity in a short period of time help the advantages become evident. Most often
appreciated, is knowing exactly who is editing a specific item at any given time.

Organized tree
Vault maintains a familiar structure in the Client by replicating a windows explorer style
user interface. The left menu has an expandable folder tree structure, while the central
panel (top half) shows the files and sub-folders in the currently selected folder. The lower
section of the central panel can show information on a selected file or folder.
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Typically, the versions and revisions, what external reference files are used, where the
selected file is being used as an external reference file and a file preview.
On the right side, you can see the Properties panel, which contains an extensive list of
properties for the selected item (file or folder). The top section here is the system
properties for the item. System-defined properties are those that are derived from the
Vault. At the bottom of these you will also see the additional properties called User
Defined Properties (UPD). User defined properties are properties are created by using
the administrative tools. These may be for example drawing title block and revision
details that can be pulled into the Vault properties, or indeed pushed back to the
drawing.

AUTODESK VAULT 2017 CLIENT USER INTERFACE

Categories (For Files and Folders)
Categories are labels that provide a way to group objects logically. Grouping by category
also provides a means for assigning a defined set of behaviours and rules to objects.
A category can automatically assign user-defined properties to objects in the Vault.
Categories can also be used to automatically assign lifecycle definitions or revision
values to files.
Default Category Assignment: Files, folders, custom objects, and items do not
necessarily have to be assigned to a category. Files, folders, custom objects, and items
not assigned to a category then use the default behaviours defined for the vault. (4)

Rules
Rules are used to automate assigning files, custom objects, and items to categories in
the vault.

Lifecycle, State and Transitions
Lifecycle states make sure the right user gets access to the right files at the right time,
protecting your data integrity. Each Lifecycle Definition is a collection of Lifecycle states
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and rules built around them. These definitions ensure that files will go through the
appropriate steps before getting Released. (5)
Autodesk Vault Workgroup comes with four Lifecycle Definitions out- of-the-box:
• Basic Release Process
• Flexible Release Process
• Simple Release Process
• Long Lead Time Release Process
They range from simple ‘Work In Progress’/Released up to multi-stage processes. For
example, the Flexible Release Process is a manufacturing type workflow and is similar
to Basic, with an additional state.
This process uses:
• Work In Progress
• For Review
• Released
• Quick Change
• Obsolete

AUTODESK VAULT DEFAULT “FLEXIBLE RELEASE PROCESS” LIFECYCLE (5)

Version management
A version is an iteration of a document and its meta-data that has been saved to the
vault. Each time a file is checked-in a new version is created. Not to be confused with
Revisions.

Revision schemes
We would all be reasonably familiar with revisions of a drawing or document, typical
identified by a “Revision Number” in the title block. These can also be managed
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(optional) by Vault, giving you greater control and security. In Vault terms, a revision is a
collection of versions with a common label. This label usually represents a significant
milestone in the work done to achieve a desired change.
There are three default revision schemes definitions, Alphabetic, Numeric and None.
You can add your own scheme to suit your own requirements. (6)

Revision control
Revisions are naturally incorporated into the lifecycle of an item. In the case of the
Flexible Release above, when a file is changed from Released to Work in Progress the
revision will be automatically increased to the next revision in accordance with the
revision scheme.
If made available, there is a bypass called “Quick Change” that skips this requirement.

Vault Reporting
Autodesk Vault has many tools offered by Autodesk Vault Workgroup and Autodesk
Vault Professional. Unfortunately, many users are unaware of their existence and the
tools go unused. Vault Reports fall into this category.
Vault Reporting leverages all the possible metadata accessed by Vault, which can then
intern be leveraged to produce a huge variety of reports to meet your needs. While this
does not replace the special advantages that Plant 3D Reporting tools it can provide an
additional source for whole project reporting accessible to non-Plant users. For one
example, a simple status report might show project progress by showing the drawings
and models that have reached “Released to Production” stage in the Vault Lifecycle,
who assigned it that status and the drawing release date. It’s up to your imagination.
Please note that most of these resources will be generally be discussing Inventor or
AutoCAD designs. Don’t let this discourage your creativity.
To discover how Vault Reports can reveal important information to the Vault user and
others even if they don't have access to CAD software or the Vault Client, there are
numerous articles in the Autodesk Knowledge Network and Autodesk University Online.
Here are a few to get you started.
•
•
•

Autodesk university Online Learning Filtered Search - link (7)
Autodesk Vault Reports – link (8)
What reports are Vault capable of generating - link (9)

Plant 3D Environments
What does a typical Plant 3D environment look like?
In most cases a typical Plant 3D only environment falls into two different types, SQLite and SQL
Server.
Most users start off with the most basic which is the “Shared folder and SQLite” arrangement.
This would be a familiar arrangement for any existing plant user or system administrator
because it is the simplest and cheapest to use.
However, as projects get more complicated and teams grow beyond one or two users, most
Plant 3D customers would start to use Plant still with a shared folder but his time connecting to
an SQL server to manage the databases.
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There is also the option in both scenarios to extend the access to users in remote locations by
allowing other them to access the project remotely via the companies’ WAN. This method
unfortunately is highly susceptible to network speed variations, latency, infrastructure reliability
and provides no file access security (beyond corporate defaults) and relies purely on system
backups (no version control).
Where network latencies get high this method of working can quickly become unmanageable for
users and in extreme circumstances can begin to cause difficulties with data and has the
potential for file or database corruption.

PLANT 3D COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENTS WITHOUT VAULT

When working in this ‘standard’ environment each user is connecting directly to the database
and the files, there is not local replication. Editing and all processing must travel over the
network infrastructure for all actions. This is primarily why this this basic set-up is so dependent
on, and affected by the network infrastructure and the speed (or lack of it).
Server performance also has a direct effect on the user experience in this environment, if the
server is running out of processing capability it will affect the user’s performance. The
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combination of two or more factors slowing the data flow and processing can have a
compounding effect on the users experience and ability to work effectively.

PLANT 3D STANDARD SQL DATABASE AND SHARE FOLDER DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

Note: When a project us being accessed by multiple users simultaneously it is recommended to
use an SQL Server with SQL Pro to manage the database.
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What changes when you’re working in an AutoCAD Plant 3D-Vault
environment
Plant with Vault Environment
When discussing incorporating Vault into your Plant workflow, we talk about three basic
environments options. Each option increases the complexity but overcomes obstacles in the
process. With increased complexity comes the additional disadvantage of increased overheads
to manage the environment, and sometimes other costs like SQL server licensing etc.
Each option should be considered not only for its advantages but also its potential
disadvantages and risks.

A Single Vault and a Single Plant Database
This arrangement provides all the advantages of security and data management in its most
basic form by simply replacing a network drive storage location with Vault.
This is the cheapest and easiest method of introducing Vault. Users can still expect to see
significant improvements while working in files due generally to the local project structure (refer
to the next section).

MULTIPLE OFFICES – NO REPLICATION

Changes to document management when working with Vault
When any application works with Vault the files are stored in Vault on the Server. When a user
needs to edit a file, the user must Check-out that file, it is downloaded to the “Vault Workspace”
and made editable to the user. It is also tagged as being checked-out to the user in Vault. The
‘Vault Workspace’ could be thought of as a local cache of files required by the user.
For a Plant project, the files required include the Project configuration files and the project
database files. When a user opens a Plant project in Vault (Plant-Vault) project for the first time
the synchronisation may take a few minutes as all these files are downloaded.
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All the set-up and config files are downloaded to make the project function locally, and the
project database is replicated to a local SQLite database for fast access. Drawings however, are
only downloaded as required. This reduces the time required when opening and synchronising a
project.

PLANT AND VAULT LOCAL WORKSPACE ENVIRONMENT – SINGLE USER VIEW

Because Plant 3D uses an external database, the architecture for Vault integration is a little
different to anything else and must always take the Plant Project external database into
account. To achieve this the Project data base is copied to an SQLite version in the Vault Local
Workspace. The folder structure in the Vault workspace is the same as are used to for (default)
non-vault projects. Because of this, initial project setup may take a little longer than you were
previously used to, but performance thereafter should not be affected.
Note: It is for this local workspace reason that Plan-Vault projects must have all project files
stored in the folder structure under the primary project folder.
You will notice there is little difference (in the image below) to the typical Plant Network
environment but the files are now managed on a Vault Server. Now users have a Vault
managed copy of the project locally.
While working Users and performance are no longer directly affected by network and server
performance (only when checking files out and back in).
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PLANT AND VAULT ENVIRONMENT – MULTIPLE USER VIEW

ABOUT PLANT PROJECTS IN AUTODESK VAULT – SYNCHRONISE AND REFRESH

When you create a new project in Vault, the project is first set up in the vault server and the
project database is automatically created in the vault server as an SQL Server database. Then
the project is copied to your local computer and is set up as an SQLite database. Documents
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checked out to you are stored in the local workspace folder as read/write while documents you
have NOT checked out are stored as read-only (if downloaded). These project documents are
updated from the vault whenever you use the Vault REFRESH command while documents that
you have checked out will be updated in Vault whenever you use the Vault SYNC command.
Drawings are only downloaded as required but are still visible in the Project manager.
Note: Minimising the number of drawing and models stored locally will decrease the time
required to REFRESH.

Replicated Vault with a Single Plant Database
In addition, users in a remote location (Remote Office B) can expect to find potentially significant
performance improvements when working due to locally stored files. Most cases the largest
data set being accessed is the drawing or model files. These need to be downloaded
completely, where the database only sends an update packet to update the master database.
For this reason, the first recommended option is the Single Plant Database and replicated Vault
File store environment. In this way, the files can be downloaded quickly over the local network
and when uploaded, the Vault File store manages the synchronisation over the WAN, which is
largely transparent to users.
The database communication is still over the WAN to a single database, but with the smaller
packet size this often has little impact on users.

MULTIPLE OFFICES – VAULT FILE REPLICATION

Note: The two Vault servers are now maintained in synchronisation, however there will always
be one “Master” Vault. This should ideally be local to the primary Vault Systems Manager.
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Replicated Vault with Replicated Plant Project
When network speeds degrade performance significantly it is also possible to replicate the Plant
3D database (2016 onwards). In this example, the servers maintain their synchronisation across
the WAN, independent of users, while users gain the additional benefit of accessing local
servers.
This arrangement previously required the use of SQL Server Enterprise edition which can be
expensive and it also has a high management cost. With the recent release of Microsoft ‘SQL
Server 2016 SP1’ (earlier in 2017), the Change Data Capture (CDC) feature is now supported
by SQL Server Standard edition as well.
Note: Replication of the Plant database is not recommended unless performance due to
network speeds is considered unmanageable. When this is being implemented it is strongly
recommended to work closely with Autodesk to ensure a more robust environment is installed.

MULTIPLE OFFICES ENVIRONMENT – VAULT AND PLANT REPLICATION
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Managing the Plant-Vault Environment
General
We have created to resources to assist the Vault System Manager and the CAD System
Manager these two manuals are part of the “Configuring Vault Supported Plant Projects Administration references” (10)(link) collection on Autodesk Knowledge Network, which is a
group of resources that all System Managers should be familiar with.

The Do’s and Do Not’s of Plant 3D Project Management
Plant-Vault projects are a great solution to some typical design office issues. To ensure that the
robustness of the project and to avoid project corruptions or data loss the following rules should
always be adhered too.
As the Plant-Vault project administrator you will most likely be the user’s first point of contact
when they are not sure of the correct process to follow. It is always best practice to adopt a
policy of “If in doubt ask”.

DO’s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage all Project files from within the Plant Project Manager.
Check all files in when finished being edited to ensure that all files are backed up
and replicated properly.
Regularly Check-in files
Open files read only if you don’t intend to edit them now
Xref Plant Drawings only from the same project.
Ensure that the paths recorded for files in the Vault database and the Plant
Database are the same.
Refer to the Autodesk Knowledge Network for the latest information and Help
files.

DO NOT’s
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not use Autodesk Vault Client to work with plant projects. Except for certain
administrative tasks, use the Project Manager to manage plant projects and files
in Vault.
Do not use File explorers to change Plant-Vault files or folders
Do not assume that an action “Should be OK”
Do not work in “Offline Mode” in AutoCAD Plant
Do not Xref files that are not stored in a Vault project.
Do not move or delete files in the local workspace (this disconnects the Vault and
Plant database paths).

Note: This list is copied from the “Autodesk AutoCAD Plant-Vault Projects - CAD System
Manager Manual” available on Autodesk Knowledge Network. For the most up to date
information refer to the original (here). (11)

Configuring AutoCAD Plant 3D
The great News is the Plant comes ready to work with Vault. No additional set-up. What you will
need to now is the changes to the administration process for project set-up and the user
workflows. We cover these in later sections.
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It should be noted that when the Vault client is installed, the installation identifies other Autodesk
products already installed and installs the Vault tools into those products. When you open Plant
if the tools have been installed correctly you should have a “Vault” ribbon tab.
If Vault was not installed after Plant 3D, you should be able to update the tool installation
through the update installation tool “add or remove features” in the system control panel.

VAULT CLIENT – UPDATE INSTALLATION TO ADD OR REMOVE FEATURES

Plant-Vault Options
There is a new PLANTVAULTOPTIONS command available from the ribbon.
Specifies vault settings for synchronization and visualization attachments.

PLANT-VAULT OPTIONS WINDOW
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Synchronize
You can specify when to display the Synchronize Balloon, when anything in the project
changes, when files that are referenced by an open drawing change, or to disable the
balloon.

Synchronize Workspace
Downloads files that have been updated in the vault to the local workspace for the entire
project. Use this option if you want to keep the entire project synchronised.

Download and reload external references
Downloads only files that are referenced by an open drawing. Use this option if you want
to keep XREFs synchronized. The rest of the project is synchronized with
PLANTREFRESHFROMVAULT.

Do not synchronize
Do not display synchronization balloons or icons in the status bar.

Check for Updates
The check for updates setting specifies how often the system will check for updates to
project files in accordance with the options set above.
Options are;
• 30 seconds
• 1 Minute
• 5 Minutes
• 10 Minutes
• 30 Minutes
• Only when the project opens

Set the option to Create Vault Visualisation attachment
The visualisations are the DWF’s of the files within Vault. These can be used for any
number of difference process within vault that have many advantages. The simplest
example is file previews.
Checking the “Apply to all files” box will make this the default option.
If you find that you are checking in a large number of files and need to speed it up,
turning the create visualisations off while you do the bulk check-in can help to speed up
the process as they are not being created locally and also uploaded.
In an enterprise environment, you also may want to look at turning this off on all users
workstations and sending the job of creating these to a job processor. Thisnot only
increases the speed of check-in and reduces the processing tasks on the users
machine, but because the visualisations are created with an application on the
processing machine the application settings may be different causing differences in the
visualisation appearance. A single job server allows the system manager to correctly
configure the job servers application for consistency.
For more information on Vault Job Severs see these articles;
• How the Job Server Works - Link (12)
• Submit Jobs to the Job Server - Link (13)
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Also refer to these articles for more information:
• Controlling Visualization Settings on Vault Check-in with Plant 3D - link (14)
• How to enable Visualisation publishing on check in to Vault from Plant 3D - link
(15)

Configuring Vault to work with AutoCAD Plant 3D
The Vault environment does require a little thought before jumping in to make sure that
everything works smoothly.
Inside Vault you can organize your information into different locations by creating different
vaults. But keep in mind that Vaults are completely independent from each other and a client
computer can only be logged on to one vault at a time. This has implications for Externally
Referencing for example. A Plant 3D Project can be on a vault with other products, but projects
should be in a separate folder structure.
Plant 3D has the capability to externally reference files both from the same plant project and
from other areas in the same vault.
Keeping the Plant Projects in a separate vault can also have advantages for back-up,
administration and recovery.
Note: When creating a new Vault for Autodesk Vault with Plant3D the Infrastructure
configuration template is recommended.

Autodesk AutoCAD Plant 3D 2018 Help References;
•
•

Vault Projects in AutoCAD Plant 3D (link) (16)
Configure Vault for Plant Projects (link) (17)

User or Group permissions in Vault will affect the user’s ability to perform certain tasks. It is
generally better to manage user access via Groups in Vault. Plant projects are created in a
Vault using the Project Manager. Plant projects are then created in the root folder of the
selected Vault and assigned a PlantProject category. You must have Administrator rights to
create the first Plant project in Vault this facilitates the initial automatic Vault setup. Additional
projects in the same Vault only require Document Manager (Level 2) to be created. No other
special preparation is required to create a plant project in the Vault.

Example Vault roles and Plant project capabilities:
•
•
•
•

Document Consumer - read-only access
Above plus Data Manager (Level 1), Document Editor (Level 1) - add files and
folders
Above plus Data Manager (Level 2), Document Editor (Level 1) - create projects
and delete files and folders
Above plus Content Center Administrator - project setup

Vault Folder Category “PlantProject” and File Category: “PlantProjectFile” is created on first
Plant Project creation. It is recommended not to (aka don’t do it) setup category manually as it is
hardcoded and overrides any assignment rule.
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These sections are covered in the “Autodesk AutoCAD Plant-Vault Projects - CAD System
Manager Manual” (link). (11)
Revisions and Vault Lifecycles
As previously discussed one of the features of Vault is versions and revisions. These are an
integral part of the Vault Lifecycles system also previously discussed. User can increase the
drawings revision directly from within the Plant 3D interface using the integrated tool in the Vault
ribbon.
Lifecycles on the other hand are not supported by any tool available in the Plant 3D user
interface. If you are going to include Vault Lifecycles in your Plant design workflow, the lifecycle
changes will need to be managed from within the Vault Client. The locking of the files will affect
the Plant 3D user’s ability to edit the locked files, as Vault will prevent the user from checking
out. Keep in mind that users need to understand the problems that in appropriate action inside
vault may cause critical failures in the Plant 3D project.
Local Workspace
The local workspace can (by default) be specified for each newly opened project. I generally
recommend setting this to “Enforce a custom working folder” by the Vault system administrator.
A consistent local for all users has many advantages for a system manager. Simply knowing
where the files are going to be stored is helpful, but can also help when running scripts or other
tools that required files to be located consistently.
Note: keep in mind the space required to store local version of Vaulted files. While Vault
workspaces generally should be kept to a minimum, they can easily get very large.
Vault Back-Up and Restore
If you need to recover a Vaulted Plant project, the Plant database and the Vault need to be
restored to the same time point. Differences in the databases can cause issues.
For more details refer to “Plant 3D Data Recovery Plan with Vault” (Link) (18)
General Reference:
• Configuring Vault Supported Plant Projects - Administration References Collection (link)
(19)

SQL Server Configuration
It is worth pausing at this point and noting that Autodesk Vault uses a separate SQL Server
database as the AutoCAD Plant 3D project master database. The master project database can
be hosted on a different SQL Server or in a different server instance. (20)
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Project drawings and databases are used to store all the information for the project. This
information includes line number tags, equipment tags, pipe specifications, etc. Since the
information is stored in both the AutoCAD drawings and in the database, this allows you to copy
drawings across projects and retain the data.
In a SQLite database project, the individual DCF files stored in the project folder contain the
database information.
• ProcessPower.dcf – P&ID database
• Piping.dcf – 3D piping database
• Iso.dcf – Isometric database
• Ortho.dcf – Orthographic database
• Misc.dcf – Miscellaneous project configuration data (related files)
Once a project is migrated to MS SQL Server the project files remain where they are and the
databases are stored and accessed through SQL Server. The five databases described above
will reside on the SQL Server for each individual Plant 3D project. Expect to see multiple SQL
databases with the prefix name you provide during the new project setup or SQLite project
migration to SQL.
As you work in a project the software is periodically querying the database tables reading and
writing information as needed. For example, if a user adds or modifies a valve tag, that
information is updated in the project database (or local data cache) so no one else can use the
tag that was just assigned. When the drawing is saved, the tag information is updated inside the
drawing (DWG) itself.

If you do specify the same server and instance that the vault uses, the master project database
is not backed-up with Autodesk Vault.
SQL Server Roles
SQL Server user logins and roles for the project master database are separate from Autodesk
Vault users and roles.
Autodesk Vault roles are created using the Autodesk Data Management Server Console. You
can use Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio to set up project master database server
logins and roles.
The user creating the master project database must have Create Any Database service
permission. After the database has been created, the database public role is granted Control
permission.
References:
• Configuring Vault Supported Plant Projects - Administration References Collection (link)
(19)
• How to configure Microsoft SQL Server for AutoCAD Plant 3D projects (link) (21)
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Administration of an AutoCAD Plant 3D project in Vault
Create a Template project outside of Vault.
It is a good practice to have a template project that is used to as a base to create new projects.
This is a project that has all the customisations required but has not “real” data. Administrators
publish changes to this project (after testing), so that they are included in all new projects.
If your setting up your first customised template project. Do this outside Vault, you’ll find it easier
and faster. When your done you can publish that project to Vault, for use on new Vault projects.
You will be able to change the SQL Server connection details if required.
Note: A Vault stored template project cannot be used for non-Vault

USE A VAULTED TEMPLATE PROJECT TO CREATE NEW PROJECTS
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What to watch out for! Issues that could ruin your day
General
So now you have a Vault Server ready to work with Plant, you have created your first project in
Vault and all your testing has been great. It must be time to move on to Phase 2 – Production,
right? Probably not. Let’s pause for a minute and take stock.
While this is entirely possible, and you might be ready, or be lucky and have not issues. But I
am a big believer in preparation and this includes giving the users the best possible chance to
succeed. You should ask yourself a few questions and try to see it from the user’s side.
For example;
• Are your users existing Plant users or are they more familiar with other tools?
• Are your procedures and policies Plant-Vault environment ready?
• What about the users, do they know what is going to happen when they access that first
Plant-Vault project?
• Are they familiar with Vault? Do they need to be?
Addressing each of these questions will server to minimise the chances of user error and
similarly reduce related issues.

Latency, Network Changes or Maintenance without Informing Design Teams.
While many people start to use Vault as a means for reducing the affects for network latency, it
can still have a significant effect on users.
There are a number of factors that come into play with Plant and Vault projects, and there are
also a few things that we can do to further reduce the effect on users.
Refer to the “CAD System Manager Manual” section “Plant Database Cache settings options”
for further detail on these settings. (11)
It is also highly worth cultivating a good working relationship with the network infrastructure
team in your workplace, and helping them to understand the Plan-Vault environment to
minimise issues when they need to make changes or conduct system maintenance.

Restoring a Plant Project
Fully understanding the requirements and availability of recovery of Plant -Vault project backups can have a significant effect on the process that is used. For example, recovering a project
from a Vault often (if not always) requires the whole fault to be recovered. A Vault that has a lot
of other users (non-Plant especially), may be very difficult and highly disruptive to recover.
For more details refer to “Plant 3D Data Recovery Plan with Vault” (Link) (18)

Managing Large Projects in AutoCAD Plant 3D
Large projects are not handled by a single designer and so correspondingly, a large project
should not reside in a single DWG. Sounds logical, but how do you divide up a large project so
that many designers can work together as a team. Split it up into lots of DWG's! Sounds easy,
but how?
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These resources will give you some ideas as to how to organize your Plant 3D project so that
the project remains as a single project for reporting and yet has many drawing / model files, so
that designers of different disciplines can work together and yet work with manageable data sets
so that modelling response remains good. The way we will do this is through extensive use of
XREF's.
Remember, if a file does happen to be corrupted, a small file of one line for example is much
easier to fix than a whole plant or section of one.
And just as no two projects are the same, there are many different ways to organize a project.
These articles suggest one way, but you can modify these suggestions in order to suit your
project better.

Topics in this section (Help) (22)
•
•
•
•

Overview (link)
About Setting Up a Large Plant 3D Project (link)
About Controlling Drawing Rights Between Disciplines (link)
FAQ: How Do I Manage Drawing Rights Between Disciplines? (link)

I also strongly recommend reviewing the document attached to the Autodesk Knowledge
Network article “Managing large AutoCAD Plant 3D projects” (link) (23)
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Changes to User Workflows when working with Plant 3D project in Vault
Train your Users
Users often don’t like to have to “do training”. It’s often seen as boring and of course they have
better things to be doing, you know, that project you want them to finish. . . and don’t forget
Facebook.
It is however extremely important for you to help your teams succeed by making sure that they
understand the Plant and Vault environment and most importantly what NOT to do.
In the Pant-Vault environment the two (disconnected) databases are king. Plant manages this
relationship in a controlled manner, and if the “as intended” workflows are followed the projects
have the best chance to not develop any issues.
For a detailed user instruction on workflows and how they are different in Plant 3D with Vault
direct all users to review the resources in the “Plant 3D and Vault - User Workflows and
information” collection. (link) (24)
Note: Don’t forget one of the key sources of information and help available to everyone –
Autodesk Product Help (link). (25)

Further Reading and Resources
There are a lot of resources out there to help you understand Autodesk products. These are just
some that I have not mentioned in this document, but you will most likely find value in reviewing.
Don’t forget each link and reference from this document is also added after these in the
“references” section.
•
•

PL10975: Workshare with AutoCAD Plant 3D and Vault Professional: Setup,
Synchronization, and Replication - Link
Managing Plant 3d Catalog Content in Vault – Link
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